CANADA AVIATION AND SPACE MUSEUM AIRCRAFT
CANADAIR CL-89 (AN/USD-501) and
CANADAIR / DORNIER CL-289 (AN/USD-502)
AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE DRONE SYSTEMS
Introduction
The supposed origin of the name “Drone”, oftentimes used in the context for unmanned and remotely
piloted air vehicles, has been retold in stories to those huddling around the late evening fire as follows:
de Havilland apparently converted a Tiger Moth to a radio controlled aircraft, circa sometime in the 1930s.
This vehicle, a D.H. 82B, was named “The Queen Bee”, so still with the insect species Hymenoptera
reference, the subsequent copies of the aircraft were therefore called “Drones!”
In the realm of small, unmanned surveillance and reconnaissance drones, the latter part of the popular
missive “now you see them, now you don’t” is paramount to survival of the hardware and successful
completion of a pre-planned mission flown successfully. That mission, to return near or real-time imagery
of the battlefield from a near or far-off locale to operators and image interpreters behind the lines is what
a series of small unmanned, cruise missile-like drones, performed successfully for North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO) forces for more than three decades. Beginning in the early 1960s, the Canadair
Limited designed and produced “CL-89 Short Range Unmanned Airborne Surveillance and Target
Acquisition Drone System” was the first such reusable production drone system ever chosen by NATO for
service use and bore the official designation of AN/USD-501. The “USD” was commonly referred to by the
majority as “Unmanned Surveillance Drone”. The formal and somewhat long-winded product title was
simply shortened by the Canadair engineering staff to: “The ‘89”.
Flying low or high above territories, unseen and unheard, in potential or actual conflict areas, seldomdetected unmanned aerial reconnaissance vehicles of many types and sizes have been utilised by many
nations for numerous decades. Canada became an early participant in the field of missile and drone
programmes in the 1950s with the creation of the Canadair Missiles and Systems Division located at the
secretive former Canadian Vickers, later Canadair Limited, Plant 4 building complex in Cartierville,
Quebec. Decades later, in May 1987, the former Missiles and Systems Division, along with a selection of
the Advanced Design Group, amalgamated to form the Surveillance Systems Division of Bombardier.
Because Canadair Surveillance Systems occupied a relatively small part of the total company real estate
and because its activities were usually classified it seldom received the attention it deserved for its
innovative and often spectacular achievements. In addition to its remarkable technical accomplishments,
the Surveillance Systems’ financial returns were the prime reason Canadair survived the economic slump
that hit the industry in the late 1960's to the early 1970's. Payment cheques from the sales of the CL-89
and associated spare parts were barely just enough to keep the lights on in the Canadair facilities.
Otherwise this and similar historical recitations, along with Bombardier’s future acquisition endeavors,
would probably not exist. The Surveillance Systems Division further exhibited its vitality in November
1987 when it won the largest export order in the company's history to that time, with the signing of the first
contract for the production of the new CL-289 Unmanned Airborne Surveillance system.
Cover Photo Caption:
A Canadair Limited CL-89 (AN/USD/501) military airborne surveillance drone rockets away from its stationary, zero length
launcher vehicle on a production test flight mission. This particular flight was conducted successfully from the vast
Canadian Forces Base Shilo, Manitoba proving grounds test range sometime in November 1967.

Lockheed X-7
Considered one of the famed “X-Planes” series, the unmanned Lockheed X-7 was a rocket-powered,
supersonic test vehicle capable of speeds up to Mach 3. Developed in December 1946, it was designed
to evaluate the effects of high-speed flight while testing a series of ramjet engines for the United States
Army Air Forces (USAAF), and then returned safely to earth. For test missions over the White Sands
Missile Range (WSMR) near Alamogordo, New Mexico, the reusable X-7 airplane was air-launched from
a special pylon under the port wing of a modified Boeing B-29 carrier aircraft on loan from the military.
The first X-7 was released from its carrier aircraft in April 1951. It was boosted to supersonic speeds via a
large Marquardt ramjet mounted underneath. The X-7 was recovered via parachutes and a long nose
ground penetration spike that anchored the vehicle vertically in place for later recovery and refurbishment.

A Lockheed / USAF X-7 lies in the desert at the Space Hall of Fame in Alamogordo, New Mexico in 1989. (Bill Upton Photo)

Convair / US Army Logistic Missile System (ALMS)
General Dynamics’ company Convair, studied, produced, and tested a 1.8 m (6 ft.) long ground-to-ground
logistic missile system in the late 1950s for the US Army. This proposed concept was intended to
accurately deliver varied types of vital supplies of rations, ammunitions, medicines, or small cargo from
remote launch positions via a small ballistic missile to troops located “just over the hill” or over long
distances. The ALMS would be composed of pre-packed payload sections as required for the supply
mission. This closely emulated a design produced in the 1930s by the German Society for Space Travel
(known in short as the VfR) led by Hermann Oberth, with Willy Ley as a member. Oberth claimed that one
of the rocket designs of the VfR could deliver mail from Berlin to New York in twenty-four minutes
following a parabolic curve taking it to an altitude of 100 km (62 miles). The Convair design was later
formally given the name Lobber, and a series of test firings was carried out by these missiles at the
desolate WSMR facilities. During military tests in the field, the Lobber missile system was shown to be
readily transported, assembled, launched and handled by a team of three men and a small carrier vehicle
wherever and whenever needed. Although deemed an expendable piece of military equipment, up to 70
per cent of the missile was capable of being re-packed with supplies and re-used for another mission.

A proposed operational re-supply scenario for the Convair Lobber. (Courtesy San Diego Air & Space Museum)

The Convair / U.S. Army Lobber seen nose-spike landed.
(Courtesy San Diego Air & Space Museum)

Recovering payload supplies from the landed Lobber.
(Courtesy San Diego Air & Space Museum)

Canadair Missiles & Systems Division’s Drone Development
Following the highly publicized demise of the Avro Canada CF-105 Arrow
programme and the subsequent related near cessation of missile
engineering at Canadair Limited, new work was urgently needed in order
to retain a worthwhile guided missile capability in Canadian industry. Also
needed was the associated engineering expertise and personnel, foreign
and domestic. The relative success of the Canadair produced CL-20
Velvet Glove and CL-54 Sparrow 2D missile projects, along with studies of
Robot Dispatch Carriers (CL-85), and RCAF target vehicles (CL-36),
certainly enriched the knowledge in unmanned systems. However, similar
success eluded Canadair in the development of new surveillance drones.
Formal engineering design started in a “Skunk Works” fashion at Canadair in 1959 on a new, mobile,
short-range, unmanned airborne surveillance system. The Canadian Army had in mind a requirement for
a fast, low-flying, “stealthy”, reconnaissance drone to use. This surveillance (also termed reconnaissance)
system was to be designed to provide tactical intelligence to army commanders in forward battle areas.

CL-20 Velvet Glove missile mockup on its launch pylon.

CL-54 Sparrow II preliminary test missile in June 1957.

Due to its initial classified nature, this secretive private venture project did not receive a standard
Canadair “CL” model designation number. Instead, it bore the unique designation: “XC-1 Project”. There
were no subsequent “XC” type designations allocated in the Canadair Limited project numbering system.
This particular project study employed small, reusable ground-launched drone vehicles to gather
battlefield intelligence for army commanders. The drone would be rocket launched and fly a preprogrammed route with its cameras and sensors collecting information. External control of the drone
during flight was not possible. These vehicles were to be fast, acoustically quiet, non-radiating, and
employing a small target surface area for eluding any optical, radar or infra-red sensors on the ground.
In June 1963, after considerable in-house systems engineering, Canadair was placed under contract to
the Canadian and United Kingdom governments for the co-operative design, development and testing of
the XC-1, later redesignated formally as the CL-89 drone in keeping with the Canadair project designation
system. This contract was announced jointly by the Right Honourable Peter Thornycroft, British Minister
of Defence and the Honourable C.M. Drury, Canadian Minister of Defence Production. In November
1963, Canadian National Defence Minister Paul Hellyer revealed the purchase of three Oberon-class
conventional submarines from Britain. In exchange for this acquisition, Britain agreed to invest and
partner into Canadair’s new CL-89 army surveillance drone system. The US Army agreed to provide firing
range facilities and support for the future flight test programme. As of June 1964, the CL-89 was the only
unmanned drone system being developed for reconnaissance purposes in the British Commonwealth.

Williams Research Sustainer Engine
The small Williams Research (later Williams International) WR2-6 turbojet sustainer engine employed for
the new CL-89 drone was the first such contract for developer Sam Williams. So simple was his engine
that it had only three parts on the governor – a spring, a slide and piston. The genesis of this engine
came about due to Williams, who worked at General Motors (GM) at the time, developed a small gas
turbine engine for trucks in the 1950s. It was never practical due to the fuel consumption was poor
compared to using diesel. Williams left GM with the engine, and went looking for a new use for it. He
installed it in a small boat, then a jeep for US Army and Navy contracts for a lightweight, but high powered
unit, but still it was fuel inefficient, but quite powerful. Canadair’s Surveillance engineering personnel
started looking for a suitable engine at the time for their new CL-89 surveillance drone and, by good
fortune, picked Sam Williams who had at the time only a small garage and five workers with him in
Michigan. So opportune was this partnership with Canadair that the Williams WR-34-15-2 gas turbine
turboshaft engine later became the sole source choice for the unique VTOL CL-227 Phase II Remotely
Piloted Vehicle (RPV) programme in 1980. This compact powerplant ran on JP-4, JP-5 or standard diesel
fuels, producing 24 kW (32-hp). Diesel was the fuel of choice as it was readily available and, if need be in
a pinch, could be siphoned from the accompanying military support trucks. In 1984, once again, the
upgraded CL-227 Phase III version employed the Williams WTS34-16 turboshaft engine that had the
capability of operating on a wide variety of fuels. Quite an amicable partnership and legacy for Canadair
Limited and Williams International. These projects for Canadair kept him and his business afloat for quite
some time until a new production contract for a target drone for the Northrop Corporation was placed.
CL-89 Into Service
In 1965, the West German government also joined the CL-89 programme. The first complete CL-89
system was shipped to Germany in 1969. In January 1978, the West German Army conducted the 1,000th
operational flight of the CL-89 drones. By mid-1991, the 4,000th operational training flight had been
performed.
Formally entering in service in 1972, the CL-89 drones that were destined for service with the British Army
were formally known as the Midge (named after a small gnat - rarely used). Italy then became a CL-89
customer in 1974. France was destined to be the last member of the small and exclusive “CL-89 Club”.
The first of six shipments of CL-89 system equipment went on schedule to France on 31 March 1980.
Interestingly, although designed, produced and extensively test flown in Canada, there were no
production CL-89 air vehicles fielded into any of the Canadian military services. All of them were built
strictly for export, not domestic use.
As a coda to the overall CL-89 programme, during the short “Desert Storm” Gulf War in 1991, French
Army CL-89s and the Midge system of the British Army were deployed on more than a dozen successful
operational missions over the territories of Kuwait and Iraq. These particular reconnaissance flights were
conducted towards providing intelligence for the targeting of Iraqi artillery emplacements on behalf of the
American, Egyptian and British Forces using air and ground assets. Following all of these military
missions, shortly thereafter, the CL-89 Midge drones were formally retired from British service, to be
replaced by the newer Ferranti Phoenix reconnaissance drone system. The United States’ forces initially
used intelligence information provided courtesy of other CL-89 users, then later employed their own
Mazlat Pioneer Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPV) on missions. Apparently, in the final post-battle analysis,
it was determined that the newer Pioneer’s reliability and imagery resolution was not as sufficient for the
necessary Battle Damage Assessment as that provided by the older, reliable CL-89s.

Canadair CL-36 Target Drone
This was a 1953 proposal for a high performance ramjetpowered target drone designed to serve as a target for
aerial gunnery practice for the RCAF. It was to be capable
of being ground launched, or later, air launched, from an
Avro Canada CF-100 Canuck fighter aircraft of the RCAF.
This drone was a remotely controlled and powerful target
model to use against the Canadair-built CL-20 Velvet
Glove air-to-air guided missile. This was the first Canadair
study of a drone system and marked the beginning of longenduring and successful work on various unmanned flying vehicles other than missiles. Based on this
drone, the later CL-89 design was studied as a similar, but autonomous version of a target drone.
Canadair CL-85 Robot Dispatch Carrier
The CL-85 design was similar in form and function to
the Convair Lobber. The proposed rocket-launched
missile-like vehicle for the Canadian Army was first
designed in July 1959, small enough that the
complete system could be carried in a standard ¾
ton Army truck. It was to be 2.0 m (6.5 ft.) long with a
span of 53 cm (21-inches). This short-range ballistic
missile was proposed to carry up to 4.5 kg (10 lbs) of
provisions, messages, and maps to entrapped troops across the vast distance of a dangerous or nuclear
battlefield. Its tandem booster would impart sufficient velocity to the vehicle to enable it to home onto a
radar beacon in the designated landing zone. Pinpoint landing was to be accomplished by a combination
of a recovery parachute to slow the descent and stabilize the vehicle along with a long, crushable groundpenetration nose spike, delivering the much needed supplies to the awaiting personnel.
Canadair CL-87 Army Logistic Missile System (ALMS)
This Canadair ALMS concept design was first conceived
during the late 1950s, in a formal proposal for the US
Army. This was a system for airborne emergency, groundto-ground re-supply of armed forces troops under
battlefield conditions. It was proposed as a small, guided
vehicle capable of being air-carried by a number of
available aircraft types to deliver emergency supplies to
Army units with a high degree of reliability when other
methods might prove impractical or impossible.
Advantages were seen when combining the capabilities of
the earlier proposed CL-85 Robot Dispatch Carrier with
those of the CL-87 ALMS airborne drop of supplies method as a basis for development to meet the
overall requirements. The CL-87 system requirements proposed three separate variants that were
capable of carrying usable payloads of 102 kg (225 lbs), 204 kg (450 lbs) and 408 kg (900 lbs). Each
vehicle had a standard overall length of 183 cm (72-inches) with interchangeable fuselage sections of
varying diameter, to suit the size of the payload. However, this concept proposal did not advance much
farther beyond the preliminary engineering study phase. Only small desktop display models of the CL-87
ALMS were ever actually produced, some of these being displayed at the Plant 4 Missiles & Model Shop.

CL-89 (AN/USD-501) Drone - Early Design, Test and Development
Here, an early full-size cutaway model proposal,
seen in January 1961, was termed by Canadair as a
“re-useable cruise missile”. The design concept
would have a short cylindrical fuselage 2.6 m (102.5
inches) in length and of 94 cm (37 inches) in
diameter, and it was to be propelled by the new
Williams Research Corporation’s small WR2-6
turbojet engine. The main control system surfaces
consisted of four rectangular cruciform wings located
aft, and four small pitch and yaw control surfaces (canards) at the nose. Avionics included a programmer
and an autopilot. Additional payload would also comprise two Carl Zeiss 70mm cameras, capable of day
or night operation with film storage and processing during flight when required. The exposed film cassette
would be removed physically by a technician following the completion of the mission. Recovery of the
“missile” would be via a small main parachute and an inflatable, aft-stowed, landing bag along with a very
stout nose spike and associated crushable shock absorber concept. This vehicle’s recovery system was
somewhat similar to those seen employed on the earlier X-7 and the Lobber air vehicle designs.

An all metal CL-89 wind tunnel model in Britain, with blanked-over air intakes during airflow pattern studies at Mach 0.66.

A CL-89 drill drone is seen testing the drogue parachute deployment on a test track.

This was the proposed early production CL-89 concept’s fully descriptive nose-spike ground recovery system sequence.

Revisions to the basic CL-89 design and recovery systems resulted in substituting a different method of
recovery of the production drone to the ground. This new recovery system idea consisted of the use of a
larger parachute along with fore and aft located inflatable landing bags to help cushion the proposed
horizontal ground impact. A dedicated drop test rig and an airdropped vehicle were employed in 1961 and
1964 respectively to dynamically verify the designs of the landing bags and the overall recovery system.

Here is the much revised design method that was selected for the CL-89 (AN/USD-501) production drone recovery system.

CL-89 Recovery Systems Test Vehicle

This unpowered aerodynamically similar planform to the production CL-89 was used to prove the components of the
conceived drone recovery system. The airdropped vehicle had an aerodynamically pointed nose cone with a forward cap,
faired-over air intake ducts on the rear sides of the fuselage. The main recovery parachute system was bundled tightly in
the tail cone. Drop tests were made from a Canadian military Canadair T-33 aircraft, conducted in the winter of 1964 over
the snow-covered test range at the AETE Cold Lake in Alberta. Many of these test drops were flawlessly performed as
advertised, as seen in the photo below showing the landing bags continuing to deflate and landing ‘chute being recovered.

The parachute and attachment lanyards are seen well packed in the tailcone, aft of the main wings, before a test drop in
the photo at left. However, some drops did not quite go as planned. One such incident had the test vehicle leaving some
major bits and pieces of itself spread across the frozen Alberta tundra as seen in the photo of the aft fuselage on the right.

Another drop test that didn’t fare very well either, although in this case it was simply a bounced landing as seen by the
damaged nose cone. Note that the fuselage and the faired-over air intake ducts were wool tufted for aerodynamics studies.

Numerous drops of a weighted, representative CL-89 ‘shape’ at a dedicated tower facility erected behind
Canadair’s Plant 1 facility in early 1961 first tested the landing bags durability and reusability. Due to the
ground drop test rig facility and subsequent air drop test programme in the early 1960s, successful CL-89
recovery systems tests and design refinements eventually resulted in a very reliable and reusable drone
landing system. With new materials and improved manufacturing techniques for the landing bags,
additional drop tests onto various surfaces were performed at Canadair from a four-story high tower in the
1960s. Such a fully tested and refined drone recovery system was to be emulated similarly with the larger
Canadair CL-289 surveillance system drone designed, tested and produced in later years.

A CL-89 tubular shape is suspended on a framework between two high towers sometime in March 1961 during a series of
drop tests to qualify the drone’s landing bags for use. Note that this is drop number “30” as seen on the sides of the bags.

A CL-89 drill drone is seen in a wind tunnel of the Royal Aeronautical Establishment (RAE) in Britain preparatory to a test
run. The light-coloured circular area on the bottom of the nose cone is the dielectric panel for the drone’s X-Band receiver.

Seen here in this photo from January 1964, a full-scale cutaway model of the CL-89 along with its proposed support
equipment, also in mockup form and labeled, are arranged on the Drone Launcher Pallet in a Canadian Army 2 ½ ton truck.

The fully self contained CL-89 Drone Launcher Pallet was also produced by Canadair to be capable of being
installed upon any number of capable military flat bed trucks available to NATO forces. The stowed Drone
Launcher is seen at lower right, nearest the camera. The compact fully equipped drone photo development
and interpretation “shack” is seen positioned at the forward end of the pallet assembly.

Canadair’s very talented Graphics Department produced a descriptive cutaway in 1961 of the CL-89 (AN/USD-501) Drone.

Yuma Proving Grounds (YPG), Arizona Flight Tests
In January 1964, the first flight-worthy CL-89 drone was shipped to the YPG for a preliminary series of
System Engineering Tests. This and subsequent test drones were painted in an overall high-visibility red
and white scheme to aid in their visual tracking by the Canadair and YPG test range personnel as well as
ground-based photographic devices during the flight. An alternative method of tracking considered was
the use of a red-dye smoke generating system in the engine exhaust during the early drone flights over
the test range facilities. Canadair crew chief Don Lovegrove met with the famed “Thunderbirds” aerobatic
team’s crew chief, during an appearance by the famed team at the Yuma base for a public air show,
regarding how to incorporate the red tracking dye. A jury-rigged manifold and supply system was set-up
on a test drone, but the dye continually blocked the holes in the small diameter piping assembled around
the engine’s exhaust pipe. The holes could be unplugged using a standard opened paperclip once the
engine had shut down and cooled. However, during one of these unplugging operations, the manifold just
“let go” and sprayed the crew chief head to toe with this red dye! It took weeks to fully scrub off. A similar
series of tests were also being tried at Canadair’s Plant 4 facility. However, during one run on a windy
day, so much red dye was blown out that the resulting, slow-moving, diaphanous cloud happened to
settle over many of the employee’s cars in the nearby parking lot. Canadair compensated the owners.
The maiden flight of the CL-89 took place in March 1964, although it became an unplanned short flight.
On the launcher, an electrical fault commanded the drone to elevate and launch simultaneously, so the
drone was fired off almost horizontally and then flew right into the sandy ground. Finally, on 11 May 1964,
the first wholly successful flight of the CL-89 at the YPG was performed. The drone flew the planned 44.3
km (27.5 mile) course in four minutes, landing within 1.6 km (1.0 mile) of its intended landing site via the
aid of a rotatable homing beacon. Signals transmitted by the beacon accurately steered the drone onto
the landing approach path, and the fully automatic recovery system operated as required without incident.

In July 1966, the Canadair CL-89 test team was dispatched again to the US Army firing range facilities at the Yuma, Arizona
Proving Grounds for additional flight trials. A red and white-painted CL-89 test drone sits in its stowed position upon its
Launcher vehicle as a dynamic background. The Canadair test team posing here along the front row are L-R: Alf Massey;
Don Lovegrove; Fern Richer; Ken Gibbons; Terry Beasley; Bill Beer; Gerry Countryman; Don Blanchard (General
Dynamics engineer); and Bob Arpin. The back row has L-R: Betty Munk; Ken Garber; Gerry McLarnon; Vic Rivers; Joe
Brown; Roy Woodle: Art Farr; Floyd Coxen; Chuck Williams; and Jim Weston.

CL-89 Drone S/N 022 Flight at Yuma – June 1967
Below is a selected sequence of photos taken by Canadair photographers during an early series of CL-89
developmental flights at the YPG. These photos were produced sequentially to help depict a somewhat
typical test flight of the CL-89 drone for the Division’s Marketing and Public Relations departments.

Standard CL-89 flight preparations by some all-white-dressed technicians on the Launcher and its flatbed truck are seen
underway at the remote and military secure Yuma test site. Then, the booster launch of CL-89 Drone 022 is seen with the
popularly known “Castle Dome” peak prominent in the distant background, directly below the just-launched drone.

Drone 022 (just visible at mid-left) was caught by an observer’s camera streaking away from the remote test site at a
somewhat low altitude during its short booster launch phase. Later, the small drogue ‘chute (released at right) has just
help deploy the main parachute and the fore and aft Landing Bags have been fully inflated in preparation for the landing.

With the main parachute’s job now complete, the drone’s dual sets of inflatable, material Landing Bags help to cushion the
hard ground landing impact and almost immediately they begin to deflate via specific, small “blowout” ports. The reuseable main parachute is always laid out carefully in a circle after the flight to check for any damages, like rips or tears.

Following the Yuma flights, the programme was on track for the first production drone being delivered in
July 1969. However, inroads into the United States for potential sales were somewhat hampered. Military
personnel in Vietnam were not interested in the CL-89 primarily for the reason that they didn’t want
equipment deployed to South East Asia that was not thoroughly proven for operations in such a harsh
environment. The US military had a poor experience with their own drones causing it to rely again on
manned aircraft. Some so-called experts did not believe that the drone could live in combat or that it could
be considered a real war weapon. Only a short time later was this decision soundly reversed.

Canadian Forces Base Camp Shilo, Manitoba Flight Tests

The CL-89 Launcher is being loaded with two of the development drones preparatory to performing a training flight. These
vehicles are painted in the standard hi-viz red and white scheme, with a central black and white checkerboard pattern.

Canadian and German Army personnel recover a development AN/USD-501 Drone to its handling equipment following a
successful test flight over the cold, wintry test range at Camp Shilo in November 1967. This drone displays six flight
decals of tiny parachutes on the forward fuselage side denoting the successful flights achieved. Such a tradition was
eventually carried over to subsequent Canadair Surveillance air vehicle programmes like the CL-289 and CL-227 series.

In December 1967, the Canadian Department of Defence Production announced that it had received an
advanced order for a quantity of the AN/USD-501 Surveillance Drones valued at approximately CDN$40
million. Canada, the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany were partnered in the order
placement. With an announcement of such importance, feature stories were broadcast on television news
channels in Quebec, Ontario and the Prairie Provinces. Meanwhile the partners continued to carry out
service engineering flight trials under tactical conditions in often poor weather conditions at CFB Shilo.
Photographic Analysis Technicians of the Canadian Intelligence Corps were employed to examine the
films of targets photographed in striking detail by the varied imaging systems of the CL-89 drones.
During January 1970, fourteen German senior non-commissioned officers arrived at Canadair to start a
ten-week training course receiving theoretical and practical maintenance instructional training on the
overall CL-89 drone system. A month later, a CL-89 drone, a veteran of 13 flights, along with a Williams
engine and Zeiss camera were placed on public display at the Hanover Air Show at Langenhagen Airport.
Back at Canadair in June, another significant landmark event in the successful drone programme was
achieved with the 100th CL-89 fuselage being completed on schedule at the main joining jig.
During the month of August 1971, a series
of successful flight demonstrations by the
CL-89 in Sardinia were conducted by army
units from the UK, Canada and the Federal
Republic of Germany. The ground and flight
demonstrations took place from the Salto di
Quirra test range in southeast Sardinia
(seen at right) with observers of thirteen
nations attending. Then in 1972, the CL-89
system finally entered service in Germany.
This was followed two years later with a
system and equipment familiarization
course for representatives of the Italian
company Meteor SpA, towards co-producing a number of CL-89s for the Italian Ministry of Defence.

Federal Republic of Germany Army personnel prepare multiple CL-89 drones and launcher during a typically wet training
exercise at the Bergen-Hohne NATO artillery test range in West Germany in December 1977. The CL-89 seen in the photo
at above right above displays two flight decals on its nose aft of the pitch canard. The drone’s official colour scheme was a
lustreless Olive Drab on the upper surface, tail and nose cones, with a lustreless Light Gull Grey lower surface and wings.

CL-89 Midge
During 1991’s “Desert Storm” conflict, the British
Army’s CL-89 Midge drone system finally made
both its operational debut and its swansong with
the Drone Troop 57 Locating Battery, after
twenty-seven years of yeoman’s training service
at home. Numerous and then somewhat secretive
high
quality
reconnaissance
photographic
missions tasked to the Midge over enemy-held
territory were in direct support of the British,
American, and Egyptian military forces deployed
in the Gulf arena. Following these highly lauded
operational efforts, plans were already being
implemented to introduce into service the newer
GEC Avionics / Flight Refuelling (then later British
Aerospace) Phoenix reconnaissance system as a
A small British Army crew prepare a CL-89 Midge drone for
direct replacement for the now aging CL-89
launch during a tactical demonstration at a local woodland
Midge drones.
location somewhere in Britain during November 1982.
CL-89 Post Development Services (PDS) Drone
The Canadair CL-89 PDS Drone, serial number
S/N 1115, was mainly used to perform fit checks
of new, modified, or improved components, or
other developments prior to accepting such items
for service use. Accurate wood / metal mockups
of proposed new items were first produced by the
Experimental Shops and physically checked on
the PDS Drone. This ensemble was often
arranged statically as for launch upon its
dedicated, fully configured Launcher and was
displayed at Canadair during annual Family Day
activities and other related public relations events
The CL-89 PDS Drone is on public display at the Canadair to great acclaim. On the 10 and 11 June 1994, an
Family Christmas Party in December 1982. (Bill Upton Photo)
Open House was held celebrating Canadair’s
50th Anniversary. The Surveillance Systems Division provided a first time - probably last time - look at all
their flying hardware. Actual flown CL-89, CL-289 and CL-227's were displayed with pride. It was
eventually proposed and accepted by Canadair hierarchy personnel that these components were to be
earmarked formally for display at the CAvM with a delivery on 9 November 1994. However, that never
came to pass as the complete ensemble of CL-89 equipment was literally hijacked during final
preparations to deliver the equipment to the CAvM by Canadian Army personnel and truck from
Canadair’s Plant 4. A hurried call to DND in Ottawa by Surveillance Systems management for clarification
had the military going back on their word and inexplicably dictating that the supposed display was to be at
the Royal Canadian Army Museum, located in Shilo, Manitoba. There was no acknowledgement proffered
from the military or appreciation ever received to all those who tried to preserve this hardware for
posterity. Display in a public museum setting, readily accessible to all of those Canadair employees who
had worked so hard on this vehicle system was simply the right thing to do. To date, the final disposition
of the CL-89 PDS Drone and Launcher at Shilo is still unknown. Some have surmised that they are
probably being used, or have been used, as artillery targets on the vast firing range. So much for the
potential public display legacy of the first ever production drone-type to be accepted by NATO.

CL-89 Variants
CL-89N
The CL-89N version was simply a study performed near the end of the 1960s for a naval variant equipped
such that it would be a capable mimic of some typical Soviet anti-shipping missiles. Flight trials were held
off Sardinia during 1971 proving that the CL-89 drone could be launched from a shore-based launcher
and was capable of being recovered from the sea following its flight. Reusability was another question!

With the shoreline still in sight, a brightly red-painted and waterproofed CL-89 wallows flat in the sea floating on its dual
inflated yellow landing bags after a short flight. The drone recovery team in a motor boat tows the waterlogged drone back
for a full inspection and refurbishment as necessary. However, during this transit water eventually seeped in and the drone
slowly upended leaving only the white-painted nose cone tip visibly bobbing for the team to effect the final salvage.

CL-89R
The “R” was simply a series of studies that investigated growth of the initial CL-89 vehicle to provide
additional range capability. It was eventually superseded with the advent of the CL-289 drone system.
CL-89 / CL-91 Dynatrac and Naval Operations
Other launch system studies proposed that the CL-89 and the Canadair CL-91 Dynatrac articulated
tracked vehicle be partnered for drone operations. The CL-91 was originally destined for the US Army, as
the XM-571, being capable of traversing almost any type of dry, wet or rugged terrain. Different trailer
configurations could be employed; one as a support vehicle to transport up to three flight-ready drones
and one configured as the principal launcher platform. It was also determined that the drone portion of the
system was readily adaptable to the target drone role, especially in the simulation of a cruise-missile type.
Additional development work resulted in the potential of a target drone variant for naval use at sea. A
proposal was that two CL-89N drones could be carried readily on a small transport / launcher framework
at the stern of a medium-sized, typical military fast boat. These studies were not proceeded with further.

Here are two drawings depicting the CL-89 / CL-91 land system and the CL-89N sea faring proposal seen with their drones.

The Museum’s CL-89 Drone
Former Canadair Surveillance Systems employees visiting the renowned Ottawa aviation museum have
often queried about the lack of a CL-89 on public display. One such vehicle, Drone 1183, was reassembled ad hoc by the author from a combination of a few available actual-flown CL-89 components.
These items were found still in storage at the Cartierville facilities, along with three examples of the
Canadair CL-227 family of VTOL Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPVs). All of these actual flown air vehicles
were shipped to, and accepted by the National Aviation Museum (NAM), in Rockcliffe, on 26 June 1995.

Peter Hargrove (at left), Vice President of Bombardier’s Military Aircraft Division, officiated in the formal handover of some
of the ex-Surveillance Systems Division flight hardware to curatorial representatives from the National Aviation Museum
on 26 June 1995. Next to him at Building 106 of the Plant 1 complex are; Marc Ducharme (NAM), Bill Upton, Wayne
Saunders and Steve Payne (NAM). The CL-89, secured on its handling trolley, still had its deployed landing parachute and
dummy (red-painted) landing bag containers’ panels attached. Three examples of the CL-227 VTOL RPVs (the two orangecoloured Phase I vehicles and a grey Phase II being displayed as the “Sentinel” Phase III air vehicle) are seen at left. All of
the composite-material (fibreglass and Kevlar) rotor blades for the CL-227 vehicles are crated along with the CL-89 spares.

Later, in 2009, the author saw to it that a stored CL-289 (AN/USD-502) Drone 0017 also joined the small
Canadair Surveillance Systems Division’s family reunion safely stored and preserved at Rockcliffe. All of
these items were graciously received by the Museum and they have been seen on static public display
periodically. Quite a few Museum visitors, upon seeing this display, have mentioned that they had little or
no knowledge that Canada ever had such a technologically clandestine capability. This and other such
Canadian technological displays are meant to educate the visiting public that not all of the new and
improved engineering ideas and products originate solely from that great neighbouring landmass to the
south. The formal acquisition of the CL-89 PDS Drone system would have significantly added towards the
completion of the approximately 30 Canadair and Bombardier related major aviation-based artifacts,
scale models, and support equipment accounted for in the Ottawa museum’s large collection.

CL-289 (AN/USD-502) Drone
Early Design, Test and Development
In the early 1970s, Canadair undertook an extensive R&D programme as a follow-on from its successful
CL-89 unmanned surveillance system. The first Advanced Design and Development Phase studies were
of a CL-89 Mark 2 layout which was initially seen as a simple stretch of the CL-89 to give it more payload
and range capabilities. While the concept was similar, the CL-289 was not directly a growth version of the
CL-89 as has been commonly thought. In essence, the CL-289 was a larger air vehicle carrying more
surveillance equipment and with greater range and performance capabilities. During a meeting in
Germany, in September 1972, a proposal by Canadair and Dornier GmbH of Germany personnel was
prepared for a study phase against a Corps Level Requirement for the German Army. This particular
study eventually generated the CL-289 system which was all new technology, fully digital with an onboard computer controlling the flight of the drone, including automatic flight control, and mission profile.
The resulting new design, which was to meet a West German Army requirement, became an international
collaboration between Canadair Limited, Dornier GmbH, and later, in March 1977 with the participation of
the Société Anonyme de Télécommunications (SAT) of France. This design process culminated in the
Canadair model CL-289 (NATO designation AN/USD-502) vehicle termed as an intermediate-range
unmanned surveillance drone system.

This small-scale, early 1970s all metal wind tunnel model of the CL-289 displays an interesting kinked leading edge-wing
design. This model has yet to be tested with the nose-mounted ADMU – the same unit seen employed on the earlier CL-89.

This CL-289 airflow pattern study model has a
longer kinked leading edge-wing design.

Designed as the first ever corps-level unmanned drone
system, this booster rocket-launched, Kloeckner-HumboldtDeutz (KHD) T117 turbojet-propelled drone carried a standard
tactical payload consisting of a Carl Zeiss KRB / 824D tri-lens
reconnaissance camera. It could also carry in-situ an infrared
Linescan (IRLS) system from SAT equipped with a real time
data transmission capability. This was a significant tool to
provide armies with a capability for obtaining reconnaissance
information employing the new quasi-terrain following mode
technology methods without putting any type of manned
military aircraft in harm’s way in potentially hostile areas.

A CL-289 model, with continuous straight leading edge wings, is seen in the high-speed wind tunnel at the National
Research Council in Ottawa during January 1977. Tests concerned relocated sensor packages and engine configurations.

A pre-programmed autonomous flight profile enabled much greater range than its predecessor did and in
addition, the drone had the ability to fly very low and then pop-up to seek information via its cameras and
varied sensor suite. It then would dive back low in a quasi terrain-following mode to escape radar
detection. The weight, speed, and range specifications of the CL-289 remain classified.
The flight hardware development and manufacturing phase began in July 1976 when Canadair was
awarded a development contract to design, develop and test a prototype CL-289 / AN/USD-502
Surveillance Drone System. Individual component testing was carried out with or at outside support
facilities. An all-metal, small-scale model – with and without a fully representative booster assembly, was
tested in the National Research Council’s high-speed wind tunnel in Ottawa, Canada during January
1977. In March, a series of drop tests of the drone’s wrap-around Landing Bags configuration took place
on a dedicated test fixture outside at Canadair’s Plant 1 facility. During August 1978, Dornier’s
contribution towards component testing occurred with two live firings during Booster Dart Trials of a fullscale dummy CL-289 model. These tests were to prove the satisfactory dynamic firing of the rocket
booster and its separation characteristics from the drone after firing. In January 1979, the first production
KHD T-117 engine arrived at Canadair for a formal inspection prior to its installation in a drone. At the end
of the month, the first Launcher Pedestal successfully passed its test and integration acceptance tests.
These tests were performed at Canadair prior to airlifting the unit to Dornier.

The Canadair’s Graphics Department produced a complete descriptive cutaway in 1979 of the CL-289 (AN/USD-502) Drone.
By this time in the design process, the new configuration of the fully swept leading edge on the wings became standard.

On 17 April 1979, the first CL-289 drone was completed at Canadair and the first PR photos of it and the
second-built Launcher along with Surveillance Systems engineering and manufacturing personnel were
taken. Then, integration tests of these major components took place in preparation for their shipment to
Dornier and final assembly onto the Pedestal and Launcher vehicle. The completed Drone Launcher
assembly was then shipped via a Luftwaffe G.222 Transall transport aircraft from Dornier back to the
Yuma Arizona test range for the CL-289 Contractor Flight Trials, scheduled to begin later in the year.

Canadair / Dornier CL-289 Drone S/N 0001 painted in the high-visibility markings chosen for the initial flight trials, and the
second Launcher Pedestal were unveiled in a formal ceremony at the Plant 1 Surveillance Systems’ manufacturing facility.
The unpainted parts are of lightweight Kevlar composite material. These include the white-painted nose cone, canards,
wings, dual intake ducts, tail cone, and the booster rocket fins. The airfoil-shaped items are considered disposable.

The formal so-called rollout of the first fully assembled CL-289 Drone and Launcher took place in late
September 1989 at the Dornier GmbH plant in Germany. In November, the first shipment of flight drones,
support vehicles and test equipment arrived at the familiar YPG facilities in Arizona from Canadair,
Dornier and Hamburg. Using the flight designation “CT-“ for “Contractor Trials”, followed by a sequential
series of double-digit numbers, the official flight test programme for the CL-289
began in 1980. These particular test and evaluation drones were painted in white
and da-glo red rectangular sections along the length of the fuselage. This was to aid
in their visual tracking during flight by ground-based observers and cameras. The
swept cruciform wings located near the aft section were made of Kevlar composite
material. These wings and the two pairs of yaw and pitch control canards on the
nose were left unpainted as they were considered replaceable flight hardware items.

CL-289 Test and Integration
The general approach to system integration is to ensure that there are no incompatibilities between the
system elements, such as the drone and its launcher vehicle. The next step is to progressively assemble
the elements, ensuring their compatibility at each stage. Below is a sequence of photographs depicting
the early CL-289 and Launcher integration during a descriptive photo shoot at the YPG with Drone 0006.

The CL-289 test drone sans its wings, canards, and ADMU arrives at the Launcher and is connected to the arm.

Active connection and verification is done, then the booster arms are attached at rear and drone is ready to hoist.

The drone’s booster rocket is prepared to mate to the booster arms, then, it is undergoing the final checkout tasks.

CL-289 Drone 0006 is raised on the Launcher arm then is launched with hot flame and smoke on another test flight.

The YPG again resonated with the brief, loud roar of a rocket booster launching a Canadair drone product
on another test mission around the enormous desert facility. There were instrumented test ranges in
Canada for aircraft, but none were large enough, or adequately equipped to cover these CL-289 trials.

The CL-289 system employed a veritable large fleet of support vehicles wherever they were tested or operationally utilised.

Unfortunately, (as often happens to many new and prototype aviation projects) the first test flights got off
to a somewhat inauspicious start. For example, Drone 0004, preparatory to its first flight, was accidentally
dropped and damaged to the extent that it could not be flown. Then, on 11 January 1980, Drone 0007, on
flight CT-01, suffered a crash during its launch phase due to a simple computer software problem.
Finally, the first successful flight for the series of
“CT”– designated, pre-production contractual series
of flight trials took place on 3 March 1980, when
Drone 0006 proved the concept sound during Flight
CT-02. Following routine inspection and servicing,
Drone 0006 went on to perform eight more
successful flights before suffering a hard landing
following the CT-25 test flight on 27 January 1981.
During the CT flight series, other hard landing
misfortunes occurred with Drones 0005, 0009, and
0010. Luck wasn’t in the cards for Drone 0013 either.
CL-289 Drone S/N 0006 is seen at Yuma during its preflight preparations on the Launcher for its, and the It lived up to its superstitious number and crew
programme’s, first successful flight on 3 March 1980.
bestowed informal name of “The Reluctant Virgin” by
not being ready for its mission multiple times due to a myriad of annoying technical faults. On 16
December 1980, she was finally launched on CT-22 and very soon thereafter left quite the hole in the
ground thus ending her short mission and putting to rest its non-launch phobia in the Yuma Desert’s soil.

CL-289 Drone Landings at Yuma
Not all things went swimmingly swell with these YPG trials. Most incidents concerned the landing phases.
There were a total of twelve circumstances where a drone either had a hard landing, was dropped, or
crashed during the bulk of these CL-289 series of flight test trials and demonstrations. Par for the course.

Drone 0006 landed just a tad too hard following the otherwise successful CT-25 test flight at YPG on 27 January 1981. The
dual orange Landing Bags were split open upon contact with the ground and the drone rolled over. This was its last flight.

Just a hole and a souvenir! Here are a couple of views of how the CL-289 drone was NOT to be landed, and Drone 0013’s
desert spot photographed for the incident record following mission CT-22. Canadair’s Blaine McCarthy discusses the
drone’s impact trajectory with the requisite witness German officer on-site. Blaine kept the “souvenir” piece of skin on his
office desk. Note the red-penned and underlined name “THE RELUCTANT VIRGIN” written within the white stripe to the left
of the drone’s forward launch lug. The squared opening for the forward Landing Bag container is seen at right center.

Here are views of how the CL-289 WAS to be landed - normally. This is Drone 0008 at the end of CT-24 on 22 January 1981.

CL-289 pre-production test drones launched at the YPG in early 1981. As can be seen by the informal orange & white
circular mission decals applied (post-mission) inline with the canard, the LHS drone has eight flights, and the RHS, four.

Canadair CL-289 Project engineers, technicians and equipment were once again dispatched to the Yuma
Proving Grounds. This was where the Customer Evaluation and Troop Trials (CE/TT) – designated flight
tests were carried out in earnest, and rather successfully, from 15 December 1981 to 12 April 1983.
On 24 January 1986, a Memorandum of
Understanding was officially signed by the
Governments of Canada, the Federal Republic of
Germany and with France to proceed jointly with
the pre-production phase of the CL-289
surveillance system. The CL-289 programme finally
entered into formal production for the armies of
Germany and France on 25 November 1987 with
the signing of a CDN$410 million contract, this
being the largest Defence export order ever
CL-289 production line at Canadair with drones ‘016, ‘017, received by Canadair. In all, some 250 test and
‘018. L-R: Earl Hooper, Samy Raspa and Danny Morrison.
production CL-289s were manufactured at Plant 1.
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System Validation Test (SVT) flights requiring up to 20 flights of the first production CL-289 drones took
place in Germany during January 1990 from the Meppen Test Center. Germany’s CL-289 drones,
officially entered German Army service in November 1990 only after the successful completion of the SVT
flights. Later, from 19 November to 5 December 1991, the German Army conducted 10 successful flights
from Meppen, including a record four flights accomplished in a single day. Then an operational campaign
of 10 troop evaluation “M-Series” of flights using Drones 1028, 1039, 1059, 1066, 1074 and 1075 at the
Bergen-Hohne artillery test range were performed from 5 to 12 February 1992. One vehicle was damaged
upon landing on the range due to a landing command issued at low altitude (Drone 1066 on Flight M46)
and a water landing occurred (Drone 1075, on Flight M39), with the drone being half-submerged. It was
thoroughly dried out and a week later, proving its durability, flew another successful mission.
Multiple launches were attempted during Flight M44. Due to various onboard computer “NOGO”
warnings, CL-289 Drones 1039, 1028 and 1074 were interchanged in the crew’s efforts to complete this
particular mission. These launch attempts were held on the 7th and 10th of February 1992, with Drone
1074 finally completing the assigned flight successfully. Multiple flights with separate CL-289 drones
conducted successfully on the same day occurred six times during the CE/TT series of troop trials.

CL-289 Drones in Foreign Test and Service
German CL-289s were known to have conducted numerous reconnaissance overflights of Serbia and
Kosovo for NATO forces during the “Operation Allied Force” campaign that began on 24 March 1999.
These production versions of the CL-289, serving with the 100 Drone Battery of the German Bundeswehr
were painted in an overall green/grey tactical camouflage scheme and with standard German markings.
Three German CL-289s were shot down in one mid-April week during missions in support of the “Allied
Force” campaign. The wreckage of one was shown publicly on Serbian television. Another German wreck
was placed on static public display in the Yugoslav Aeronautical Museum in Belgrade, Serbia. Following
the loss of their third drone, Germany decided to suspend such costly reconnaissance overflights.

The launch sequence of the tactical CL-289 drone taken on 5 March 1990 during the flight trials held in Meppen, Germany.

The first flight trials of the French Army CL-289s took place in France from November 1991 to January
1992. During December 1991, the French adopted the CL-289 operational system, naming their drones,
Piver. French CL-289 Pivers also joined the large and growing NATO UAV force operating in the Gulf
arena in 1993. Then in January 1996, the French Army Pivers also participated in the Bosnian conflict for
the NATO Implementation Force known as IFOR, these serving with the 7th Artillery Regiment.
Meanwhile, back home at Canadair’s Plant 4 facility, celebrations were held in March 1992 to
commemorate the milestone 200th CL-289 aft section produced. Scheduling was on track for delivering
the last 39 shipsets by the end of the year, thus completing the full production order of 239 aft sections.

At Canadair / Bombardier’s Plant 4 facility, the 239th, and last, CL-289 drone aft fuselage was formally presented with the
engineering and manufacturing staff in attendance around it in 1993. Some of these people pictured had worked for many
years on this product and its CL-89 predecessor, while many others were veritable newbies to this old…“Game of Drones”.

CL-389 Improved Drone Proposal
A preliminary engineering proposal was made by the Surveillance Systems Division in the early 1990s for
an “Improved Drone” variant and the Canadair model number CL-389 was duly reserved for this new
model design. This updated and modified drone would incorporate new avionics, new data recording, and
new navigation systems all installed within and on the exterior of the revamped vehicle. No longer
required units from the CL-289 included the Terminal Guidance Unit, Doppler Electronics Unit, Doppler
Antenna Unit, Barometric Altitude Reference Unit, and the non-tactical GPS unit. Updated and improved
units to be added to the Improved Drone included: Radar Altimeter Unit and antenna, Tactical GPS Unit
and antenna, Video Tape Recorder, Strobe Light, and Identify Friend or Foe (IFF) Unit and antenna.
Despite a modest marketing campaign, there were no takers – domestic or foreign - on this new design
towards commitments for future limited production, so the CL-389 remained simply just a paper exercise.

The proposed CL-389 Improved Surveillance Drone did not progress beyond this drawing. (Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

CL-89 and CL-289 Specifications
Drone Diameter:
Drone Length:
With Rocket Booster:
Wing Span:
Rocket Booster Thrust:
Sustainer Engine Thrust:
Maximum Speed:
Maximum Launch Weight:

CL-89
0.33 m (13 in.)
2.60 m (102.5 in.)
3.73 m (147.0 in.)
0.94 m (37.0 in)
22.3 kN (5000 lb.)
0.56 kN (125 lb.)
400 knots / 460 mph / 741 km/h
156 kg (343 lb.)

CL-289
0.38 m (15 in.)
3.52 m (139 in.)
4.98 m (196 in.)
1.32 m (52 in.)
32.0 kN (7200 lb.)
1.07 kN (240 lb.)
Not Available
Not Available

The Museum’s CL-289 Surveillance Systems Drone
During its test and evaluation flight phase, “Drone 0017”, painted in the high visibility white and red
scheme for tracking efforts, performed a total of six flight missions in 1983 during the Canadair
designated CE/TT and CT phases. These Customer Evaluation Troop Trials and Contractor Tests were
held at the US Army Proving Grounds in Yuma, Arizona. Payloads carried included a dedicated Zeiss
camera and / or the IRLS system. These test flights were achieved as follows:
CE/TT-19
11 January
CE/TT-24
15 February
CE/TT-26
08 March
CE/TT-27
23 March
CE/TT-30
12 April
CT-35
26 April
CL-289 Drone S/N 0017 was eventually dedicated for
tasks in the Canadair Test Lab as the CL-289 PDS
Reference Drone following a hard landing on its final
flight. That landing bent the frame structure slightly out
of alignment, a rigid criteria to ground the air vehicle.
Repair would not have been economically reasonable.
It was eventually transported in its “as is” condition to
the Canada Aviation Museum via a commercial
transport truck in October 2003. A specific CL-289
Drone Lifting Bar as well as a dedicated CL-289
mobile handling and servicing trolley were also
Seen previously during production, CL-289 Drone 0017 included in the donation. However, due to its longis seen here wrapped and cached away at the CASM
time, ground-based static role in the Electronics Test
storage facilities on 18 May 2010. (Bill Upton Photo)
and Integration Lab at Canadair, then at the
Bombardier Defence Services Division (DSD) in Mirabel, Quebec, many components were not available
to be included in this donation. These items comprised all of the small nose canards (popularly prized for
personal “collections”), the four wings, landing bag containers and covers, parachute pack, the nosemounted Air Distance Measuring Unit, and various exterior panels. Surpluses of such important missing
items were, and are now still quite hard to find. Many spares of such hardware were stockpiled in Europe
for quite a time, where the majority of the CL-289s were deployed, but, by now, it is very unlikely that any
still exist to aid in Drone 0017’s refurbishment possibility.

These small Canadian surveillance air vehicles were not offensive machines of war. They were simply
observant mechanisms of peace, operating clandestinely throughout Europe, with an unblinking
mechanical eye recording and reporting all that transpired below in a bid to maintain that elusive peace.
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